POSSIBLES:

Understanding My Project (with all parts from Website description but with images)

Movie of my life out of collected material

Autobiografia (in Italiano)

On Asceticsm as a choice of Life (Asceticism in the Electronic Age)

Print out of all the website code

I Piccoli Principi di Macchiavelli (comment on how everyone could become small prince with the
new digital paradigm but have been again turned down by its regulamentaition)

On How To Avoid a Death Drive (both of a person but also of a media affected civilization)

A Modern Hero (modern version written based on the story of my father)

Ulysses returns to the garden of eden getting lost on his way to Itacha and find an aged Eve but
no apples

A History of Men Coming from the South to Dictate the North (Hitler, Stalin...)

Letters to Professors I sent

On How to Make a New Aesthetic out of Critic

Dicotomizing Southerns from Northerns Europeans (e.g. Quoting Leopardi, intro to Ginzburg,
intro to Verga quoting English writer...)

Drawings with pinocchio

Movie: I peggio uomini (film on Northern Europeans)

Parables (based on my experience under my swedish father-in-law kicking me out)

A Critique on Criticism: Protesting protestantesim

The life of a phd (in a time in which machines produce for our human needs)

Book with all possible scientific paper titles

Facebook (book of only faces one per page real size got from my project)

Book: Va dove ti porta la tecnologia (anziche' cuore)

Slogan: university are for idiots, intellectuals stand out!

Poetic: fame violenta

T-shirt: Netherland Negerland

Slogan: take less serious the serious

Tshirt: biycott H&M (or other brand)

Slogan: we need more dancers and soldiers

Poetic: Birds on tv antenna like salami

Poetic: A synthetic smell penetrates my notrix reminding my sleepy brain ancient scent

Poetic: Sole appena tramontato albume appena rotto

Ironic: Blondies in the summer becomes blonder

Quotes: If you are not sure of your discipline and keep pursuing your intutiton, you are on the
good track to create a new one.

Institution: trade union and fond for solidariety among poets

Poetic: cielo buio interno pancia gravida

Poetic: bimbo che russa in treno motore treno

Jokes: Fucking insane if u know what m sayn

Jokes: A great fire would be great!
Possibles

Poetic: il treno porta con se la scia dei paesaggi lontani che ha attraversato

Poetic: soli gemelli duplicati da grattaceli coltelli

Proverb: let go to many things but yourself

Slogan: Italy is the country creatin heroes, also foreign ones

Proverb: modernity is the giving up of our natural inhibition to allow new artificial regimes to
take over

Proverbs: far better a vagabond putting up his shelter than an architect directing the erection of
a skyscraper

Tshirt: melancholic

Thoughts: and the sun has crasched in the nordic peninsula into allot of polar stars, viking girls

Slogan: spegnete i mass media e la crisis si risolvera'

Thought: i hate the camouflaged politics of academians

Architecture: made of the letters sayings affittasi o vendisi

Slogan: start humble and you will be fine

Slogan: courageos but not stupid

Proverb: love is like a child one ought to commit to

Poetic: basilica barca capovolta

Slogan: no to accademic property and copyrights

Idea: Bar for referendum vote where citizens can slide towards yes or no providing themselves a
percentage which is only gathered on a macro level

Proverb: Society should make sure that crazy geniuses have the support to apply themselves to
art and not to politics.

Thought: basta credere nella vita eterna per fare miracoli in quella terrestre

Thought: socialism is like feeding the ducks at the lake and pondering which the species that
needs more, not considering the integrity of their wild status.

Thought: the problem is not capitalism but to make everyone included and replace slaves with
machines and not the contrary.

Book: history of a modern san francis who cannot be alone in the woods and have to deal with
even more naive people living there than the rich ones he has left in the city where he finally
returns to

Thought: it is inevitable that kids will play with the serious games of the adults until the latter
will die and their absence will create a form of respect, given that they have the courage to
terminate their games and die.

Thought: what is fresh bread that has been previously frozen?

Thought: we keep surviving in the corrupting transition only to be guaranteed a moment of
peaceful living which might however never occurr

Poetic: un sole primaverile che mi fa germogliar il petto

Thought: there will never be integration without a major sacrifice

Joke: you are bruttiful!

Thought: foucalt is too mcuh of a reminescence of luther

Poetic: sodertälje vackert du ligger med din fulla ansikter nar solen skinner

Poetic: muschio nuvoloso

Thought: so much work that i rather keep sleeping

Thought: if in the classic time it was poets now it is philosphers that should not be allowed to
teach in academia

Thought: there will be still phenomena bigger than our understanding that will polverize us to
then mold us back to life

Thought: like small roman empires we keep expanding our network to later find ourselves
invaded by barbarians

Thought: much work not to think of life?

Thought: my discipline, my cross

Add: "diamoci un taglio" forbice taglia penisola italiana

Thought: we are doing half a step backward hopefully only to take a leap forward

Poetic: bellisima strada, ti prego, ti scongiuro, tu non finire... orrore, la proprieta' abbaia, un
campo, piscio di maiale

Art: sculpture back in rumania where the homeless picking cans come from, the sculpture is a
big coca-cola can with the pant symbol

Poetic: e quatto quatto l'insetto continua la sua impollinazione ma gracida la cornacchia
mangiera' il frutto del suo lavoro

Tshirt: our dream is our culture (black guy with basket shirt and blond girl in black cabrio)

Slogan: each modern man is his own tribe

Maxim: follow quickly along the margin and a new margin will come ahead of you to cross

Slogan: stop applying to social methods, reenact the tribal man within you

Joke: non confondiaöo il figliol prodigo col figliol prodigioso

Thought: gogol and turgenev are,to my knowledge, the best Russisn ethnographers of the 19th
century.

Thought: we can wonder whether the story of Jesus can be regarded as the story of any man
pursuing his passion in society.

Proverb: one ought to give time to what took time

Joke: cozza amara:"oh toto! Codesta tua donna usala come trampolino sinno buttala a mare
buttala"

Thought: a patriarch of my little tent
Book with print of my lectures

Book of drawing of cupidi

Book of me maternal with august like madonna with child in pictures and journal extracts

Audio compilation of 0)7 audio clips from 2002 ;

Video of video clips shot in 2002 with fuji

Book of self portraits titled me
Skills are the only meeting point for frateenity

Poetic: flying and overviewing the skillfully embossed fields of different metals

Thought: honest to our ultimate vision

Thought: the duty of a philosopher should be that of revealing hidden processes and thus
expose himself completely to technology making his all its procedures.

Sign: leash your dog but not that within you

Sticker (to apply to posters with blond models in exotic environments): this bitch ain't belongin'
here

Thought: rename cultural studies paradigm to paranoia paradigm

Thought: media impress prejudices on our brain

Thought: the imbecils that have managed to make of a cross a sword

Poetic: come lugubre topo si muove nelle tetro arbusto il merlo

Poetic: il viso scalfito di un vecchio professore comunista e l'acre odore dei rossi bus di un
socialismo scaduto

Thought: il pregiudizio contemporaneo si genera nella sottrazione individuale dalla crescente
complessita' del mondo

Book: The art of exploting Northern Europeans and other Northern Exploiers (Easter, Southern
Europeean and Asian. African and Latin American perspective)

Film: A rebel not to rebel his ideals
Thought: there is something that the stupidity of the democratic man cannot understand,
empaty
Thought: we should be princes on horses and no clerks on our office chairs
Thoughts: sweden is just a large swampy fiel where trees are cultivated like potatoes
Politics: abolish immigration but through adoption

Tshirt: socialmediaholic
Thought: socialist thinking is like a compound where no one want to live anymore
Slogan: philosophizing is at the root of all modern problems
Quote: academics are yet another but sterile form of aristocracy

Quote: se il fascismo e' il raccolto, il capitalismo e' la vendemmia e il comunismo e' il riposo,
anarchia e' semina

Poetic: Foreign flowers nourish of the white trash suburbia

Quote: academics are like handicap intellectuals needing the support of real dead ones

Quote: It is the exclusion of the social elite to pervert us captivated

Quote: Stupidity against stupidity may result into something intelligent, that's why democracy is
acceptable

Quote: society should be based on the principle that the manual willing should be facilitated and
only human driven willing should be hindered.

Poetic: le svedesi come fiori che ben troppo presto si squaliano

Poetic: limare i calli mentali della popolazione borghese

Show: on apolitical art

Poetic: Cos'e' una farfall incapace di ammirare le sue bellissime ali?

Poetic: pancia rugosa

Poetic: ma quante montagne dovra' distruggere l'uomo per avvistare il sublime di una
montagna?

Joke: the cannibal mice feedind on mais

Brothel: exhibition space like brothel for artis to exhbit their work out of frustration of never
being able to exhibit it. space shape of a pussy.

Presentation: in which the presenter presents one of the presentations each one in the audience
has made.

Joke: housewives in bed are never bad housewives

Ballet: of soccer players in white playing with a darke ball in dark background

Competition: among referees of soccer running so much and better athlethes than players

Tree: with counter of how many people peed next to it

Book: Beyond quantification

Slogan: il conformismo immobile e' il veleno del mondo

Reconstruction: of the tornado destroyed part of the utrecht main church using temporary
material like wood and tar used in nordic countries to emphasize its relation to the black tent
and precariousness of human existence otherwise punished by god

Football game in which supporting audience back to their team playing not home

Gas chamber for rats

Tshirt: death to the monarks

Second attempt by the tallibans to attack the pentagon taliban dressing baseball player in
scivolata su esso come base

Thought: academic theories are interesting forms of narcisism

Slogan: the fake global villages

Thought: no difference between an african trying to sell african craft in southern europe and a
southern european trying to sell his heart to northern europeans

Joke: spaghetti con le acchiugum

Thought: tutto ha la sua fantasia se vissuto infantilmente

Thought: Communism, Socialism, Fascism or Nazism are just other terms only identifying with
the technological baptism of a country.

Thought: il trauma piu' grande e' conoscere la propria tragedia

Installation: cupola chiesa mosai schermi iphone

Book: Capitalistic devolution to Debitism, from everything makes money to everything coasts
money

Thought: Meno probblemi sociali, piu' problemi personali e viceversa
Poetic: olanda topaia
Thought: the distinction to be applied today is between spirtual and non spiritual people
Thought: an extremism is always alimented but its opposite and no one can be claimed unless a
compromised is reached
Thought: it is the machine to have abolished the slavery of the body and comenced that of the
mind
Architecture: ideal roman basilica combining san vitale side walls with sant'apollinare in classe
abside and aquileia's floor mosaic
Thought: ogni nuovo compagno/compagna e' l'inizio di un nuovo paradigma
Thought: pursuing the self half way might be boring and egoistic but a full pursue always attracts
the most attention as it conducts directly to an understanding of why we are
Thought: socialismo madre informale
Thought: Despise all fanatism but particularly conformism deriving from religion...mysticism
being its only encouraged outcome
Poetic: resina antica
Joke: a tatoo free tatoo artist
Thought: no hermit survives his hollyness up north
Joke: swim until you can sweden then it will be only time for sauna
Poetic: amore errore
Quote: life is like a chess game; the more we play the more cautious we become
Thought: while getting to know a personbunderstand whom he or she is replacing in your life
Thought: the technology of our time is our way to understand our time and any intellectual
refusing to fully embrace it as a stuffy aristocrat
Thought: c'e' gran differenza tra l'ess
Ere sradicato e il sradicarsi
Software: to redistribute people based

Thought: we are no sinners. Situations
Thought: cos'e' la giovinezza di un jomo che ha gia' esperito la vecchiaia?
Movie: on the life of marco aurelio but seen through his meditations
Thought: europe is the result of wanting too much rights forgetting that sacrifices are necessary
Thought: the selling point of many intellectuals to the most naive is that any degree of
dictatorship is a form od tiranny.
Thought: it might be that the technology of war shaped technology of life but now is the
contrarybor they have simply merged
Thought: make sure that before you enter a framework you got your own
Poetic: Laerte has moved, Penelope has moved, Telemachus has moved, Antiocho is the only
one who stayed
Maxim: leave the self alonee
Exhibition: named it better be good
Thought: far passare il registrato in vista del futuro presente da registrate
POetic: Stoccolma, piccola Londra vanitosa
Research: does Internet interfere with God's providence?
Train: che percorre uno ad uno tutti i luoghi della propria vita
Thought: possiamo comprendere i movimenti politici moderni come una maniera differente di
trattare con la realta' borghese emersa nella comodita' fornita dalla tecnologia.
Poetic: vicenza profumo di pesca... furutteto o fabbrica di caramelle?
Thought: la pace e' il tempo in cui si cerca di pensare come condurre la prossima guerra
Poetic: la merla si ritira come un partigiano imboscato
Poetic: oh mie vecchie colline ora sterile beverly hills
Story: I was once was visiting my mother down south and she sent me to wash her mercedes. An
indian seating on the sidewalk
saw me. I read his mind; he wished to be me, a rich young local. If he only knew my life as an
immigrant up north....
Thought: in time of crisis spiritual art should be supported even more as did

Book: Germania 2.0
Thought: Jacek Van Gogh Alberto Gaugain
Poetic: italia gioiello
Thought: we made society to escape nature and i now make my own nature to escape society
Joke: e pe non pagar tasse sulla casa Noe' costrui' una barca
Conversation: you are not a cold media warm person
Thought: la societa' non corrompe il volgare ma solo cio' che vuolenessere nobile e' non puo'
piu' esserlo a causa della filantropica elevazione volgare
Thought: my only hope is that there will be oppositions in the opppsition
Thought: there is a big danger in being too literal
Thought: we open a pandora vasa every day opening our mailbox
Film: quando tutti dormono, il sogno di un uomo
Film: the day we killed all the arabs
Website: to collect geolocations of bad architectures to be bombed, one per citizen
Poetic: spazzolata di violino, trillo eloquente
Joke: what would have happened if there was IKEA at the time of Joseph the craftman father of
Jesus?
Paper: on the mediatization of the car cigarette lighter
Thought: Germania del nord con i suoi mulini elettonici la Nuova Olandia
Thought: where to find a woman that is no suck up by a social pofession and have time to be a
woman? In myself.
Thought: if traveling to new places can be refreshing, the commuting to
the same artificial places can be most soffocating.
Slogan: boasting dutch hypercapitalism
Thought: Hitler, Calvino, Stalin, Mussolini, Napoleon... all evil sons of the southern mountains.
Poetic: Delft tu cosí vuota di moderna eppur cosí piena di uno spirito antico: sogno.
Poetic: sogno di un autunno infinito

Poetic: vibrazioni campanili investitemi
Slogan: if you hate corporations create your own corporation
Poetic: farfalle le foglie che vedo cadere in questa lunga primavera a venire
Thouht: the only way to be autonomous from any frameworks of power is through a self
matured faith
Sculpture: 3 monkeys tapping eyes, mouth and ears only with one hand
Poetic: Accademia putrida fogna varecchina di talenti
Thought: il pregio di chi riesce a ricreare una tradizione orale dalla scritta
Thought: political artists, today's protestants.
Thiught: il nostro comportamento è tutto basato su una predisposizione congenita sul nostro
tipo di morte.
Thought: societies if not shaped up with some degree of vigour can become like weak dying
bodies soon attacked by parasites
Thought: eccitamento causato da fini materiali versus eccitamento causato da fini immateriali
Poetic: come manichini le commesse
Thought: i talenti devono ritirarsi per non esauire con l'onda
Poetic: campane vicine mi ricordano
di sottomettermi ad un regime ormai lontano.
Thought: to avoid wars societies

should not impede thesacrifice willing of the few.

Thougt: i canoni sono una garanzia alla pigrizia
Thought: performance artists turn to architecture as burial ground to their heroic
undertaking
Poetic: un rifugio nel cuor della montagna lontano dai suoi piedi insozzati. Un rifugio sotto il
tetto di ghiacciai fumanti dal sole.
Thought: academics are like slow trucks with heavy but empty containers
Poetic: pofumo di fragole artificiali, bionde radioattive coi cellulari stampati nei culi arrotondati
scivolando nel piscio e nel catarro urbano in un freddo grigiore depressivo
Thought: into ruswian literature like a napoleon into the ruseian landscape at first thinking to be

only a small adventure
Thought: l'arte come la guerra uccidono il tedio morte dell'umanità
Poetic: i can finally breath, is it too late?
Thought: the only possible form of integration is through passion... either intellectual or sexual
love
Thought: only in a slow narration lays the deep truth of human natur
Book: se questo é un uomo 2.
Fashion: collezione fata con vestiti di zingari e barboni raccolti per strada
Thought: by replacing the world capital with data suddenly the academic discourse would get
more interesting
Memorial: outside ikea for those who finished the tour without buyint anything
Tought: every trip a revelation
Poetic: perchè tu brutta proprio adesso che ti sto lasciando mi sfoggi la
the hospital of creativity.
Poetic: in questa pianura di ricordi vertiginosa sprofondo
Poetic: modernity shit cemented on my soul
Thought: contemporary politic is the mean of survival of the higher class over the lower
Poetic: appolaiati sotto i tetti di neve i pupazzi
Tshirt: !BACK TO YOUR NATURAL ENVIRALMENT!
Thought: love is the creative genius without which life would cease.
PROGRAM To analyze how many blondes Sweds seats next to darker immigrants in metro
Sticker (in fascist types): DISTRUGGERE PER RICOSTRUIRE
POETIC Passato caverna di lumi sorvolati come stelle irrangiungibili sprofondo
Tshirt: ETHNICITY MATTERS
ART Installare speakers in tutti gli angoli della citta con registrazione degli zingari che salutano in
svedese "hey hey"
SLOGAN: To all northern europeans remove your cloud cap and get back composing before your

political mind destroies us once again
CHARACTER Vecchia attrice addolcita dalla cultura di tutti i tempi e paesi
POETIC Ritirato su tra acqua, aria, terra e fuoco, purificami vulcano
POETIC: Imperturbabile: E lento emergo dalla moderna foschia e nel solare dei monti antichi
ritorno
POETIC: Piume: Vette dal ghiaccio infuocate
POETIC: Poter essere sul tetto del mondo e poter piangere soli e poter lasciare il sole seccare le
nostre lacrime
FILM: on the life of Ferdinand Cheval but modern version
POETIC: Fare luce dentro la stanza buia del nostro spirito
CHARACTER: Commessa corposa cbe
PROVERB L'unica maniera per i ricchi di essere tranquilli è diventare poveri.
POETIC Poesia io ti rincorro in ogni angolo dove la modernitá ci fa sfuggire
THOUGHT The nordic regime imposes its policy of non imposition
PARTY Il futuro siamo noi, per l'interesse dei giovani
POETIC Ruggio di capriolo isterico allerta il passo curioso di un uomo perduto
POETIC Nuvole e pecore, larve di pietra ammassate all'orizzonte
POETIC Storming of seeds in the city but no ground for them to settle
THOUGHT Civilization will always required regular doses of ugly dirt to compensate for its
sterilization... this may not apply in more natural settings however.
THOUGHT La crisi religiosa non è spirituale ma istituzionale.
POETIC Notificazioni sonore a colpi di mitra percuotono il mio spirito
THOUGHT E ben presto, anche solo per gioco, diventiamo noi quei personaggi che solo ieri
ritenevamo assurdi.
BOOK Into the Wild 2.0 (book about a whole generation moving north and getting stuck)
THOUGT È solo molto avanti nella vita che si può completamente
THOUGHT Social media are worst than

THOUGHT Is hyper tollerance the side effect of socialism
comprendere l'Odissea.
THOUGHT If society wanted to really affect the course of nature it should disappear.
POETIC Fiamme fantasmi sorridono diaboliche di fumo sfuocano
SLOGAN The only true idealism that will in the end succeed is the one going back to nature
THOUGHT Modern society would only heal from its destructiveness by allowing humans to fullfill
their willing but manually.
TERMINOLOGY Degrado trascinantr
CROWDSOURCING To finance private army to moderate illegal immigration to Europe
APP Leaves recognition
POETIC Montagne vestite di nuvole autunalli si spogliano bianche di neve.
POETIC Piccolo pesce che schizzi nell'aria conteso dai becchi di
gabbiani furibondi.
PARTY Destra socialista
THOUGHT Modernity is the main cause of an identity crisis that can either bring to general terror
or individual resurrection
POETIC Anche in autunno luce di primavera risveglia il mio spirito invernato
BOOK Dictating a suistainable life
POETIC Epidermide di montagne bucate dall'acne della guerra
THOUGHT Donna, societá e tecnologia
JOKE Alpi testicoli d'Europa
FILM Uknown Italian Villages
Poetic: delicate sgocciolano le foglie colorando i sentieri d'autunno
Joke: Fucking insane if u know what m sayn
Joke: A great fire would be great!

Intervention: Placing a saxophone around the neck of asculpture where a homeless plays
saxophone
Happening: Mega cestino con dentro bimbo passa sotto ponte levatoio
Performance: many peopke with small boeing toy planes to be thrown on public city model with
high exapnsion vision. This to remind them of terror attacks.
Graffiti: The democratic dictator (man made of mani small men or monkeys no see no hear no
talk)
Music video: "Teach that bitch" with footage of feminist scholars
Sign: niger not to climb up the metro poles like monkeys
Installation: impalcatura dentro vecchia chiesa affrescata e scultira hyper relaistica di ragazzo che
fa graffito su soffitto

Sculpture: Big trojan horse standing in the parking lot of Ikea in a northern Italian city and
constructed out of Ikea furnitures to signify the defeat of Italian furnitures or present to salone
del mobile.

Newspaper: Metro cover headline:"Put Feet Here!" with shape of feet

Video Performance: on top of little mountaun in the middle of Sodertorn university little fire to
burn canonic texts in media and communication

Ad: QR code anti racist campain made of heads bkack and white

Performance: altar under columnate cement bridge with priest reciting

Performance: go to sing stella di natale christmas song in arab neighborhood to gather money

Performance: Artist paints with tripod reproduce picture out of gallery.

Ad: A chocolate bread spread named "nocciolata" has commercial saying "Buona Cioccalata a
tutti!"
Campaign: Introducing bide' in Northern countries
Performance: centinaia di maiali liberati in quartiere mussulmano danese
Installation: Sotto santuario monte isola del lago di Iseo mettere mini santuario ove pellegrini
possaono lasciare loro traccia e voti ormai proibiti nel santuario.

Object: Usa le fibre che si raccolgono nell'asciugatore vestiti per fare un nuovo tessuto.

Shop: Baguettes & Dildoes

Performance: Mendicanti zoppicano in massa per il corso citta' pian piano diventando sempre
piu' agili e sincronizzati spogliandosi e rivelandosi ballerini professionisti.

Politic: extremist party against old people who cannot substain themselves naturally
Open Japanese restaurant in China, German restaurant in Israel etc. And call it The Empire

Ufo con Info davanti dove e' parcheggiato
object: Lampada da tavolo mini gru edile che sostiene lampadina
Sign: no play in play ground

public sculpture: donna mendicante seduta robot mano con coppa con monete scorla

Shop: non-arabic pizza

Joke: what have Europeans in common? Arabs
Saying: potentially great musicians make the most dogmatic academics.
News: islamic terrorist drive over crowd in venice main square San Marco
Book: Redesigning Catolic Rituals
Quote: Quando un uomo smette di arare i suoi campi sará sopraffatto; lo stesso si puó
dire di in popolo.
Poem: Ostriche li scogli come ossa preistoriche nel mare l'argento
Performing: zingara che chiede caritá completamente spruzzata d'oro come buddha
Poem: Bionde del fiume le sponde dai salici bianco nell'aria innonda.
Poem: Oh Venezia marcita dal mare che molle affronti come un dente cariato la
salsedine
Thought: The most dangerous thing for the most sophisticated mecchanism is a tiny
grain of sand.
Installation: Macchine fotografiche appese al collo di tutte le statue sovrastanti Piazza
San Marco
Performance: put all the bengali street seller from venice who demo their gadgets on
the street to demo the in the corderie
Installation: Christmas tree pubblico fatto con christmas trees trovati abbandonati anno
prima
Technology: QR code on forehead to be able for phone to recognize user

